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Direct results of the COVID-19 outbreak include the 
need to meaningfully engage with tenants on health 
and safety in physical spaces.

This guide will help with the following:
• Ensure our spaces adapt to the new reality
• Provide solutions to adapt spaces to make tenants feel 

welcome and comfortable
• Offer support to enable implementation

Buildings need innovation 
more than ever to ensure that 
people in these spaces are safe 
& comfortable when they are 
welcomed back.

About this 
Guide

This guide will provide solutions to challenges such as:
• keeping proper distance
• maintaining a healthy environment
• prevent touching of surfaces 
• keeping occupants comfortable

INTRODUCTION
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NO-TECH 
SOLUTIONS

Section 1



Helps keep 1,5m distance in queues

The details at the right will help you identify 
if the innovation could be used in your space.

As an alternative to large taped-off squares in
which people don’t typically know where to 
stand and which look alarming, use smaller 
circles (or smaller squares) with a positive 
message in them. • These can work in queues, for people to wait to go into 

a kitchen or communal area, or a meeting room.

• Anywhere where people would be standing waiting to 
enter a space or to be assisted (store, reception). 

Use Cases

Details

• DIY or pre-made sticker or paint + optional message. 
We can help!

• Price: depends on material and design

• Turnaround time: couple of days

Circle Queue

SECTION 1: NO-TECH SOLUTIONS
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Helps keep 1,5m distance at desks/communal spaces

The details at the right will help you identify 
if the innovation could be used in your space.

Creating a circle around office chairs / desks / 
communal areas for 1,5m distance can keep 
employees comfortable and safe. You can also 
include a behavioral nudge or other messages.

• Between 2 or more colleagues at a large desk or to 
protect desks from other people coming too close.

• In communal areas such as kitchen, coffee stations, 
behind a cashier, etc. 

Use Cases

Details

• DIY or pre-made sticker or paint + optional message. 
We can help!

• Price: depends on material and design

• Delivery time: couple of days

SECTION 1: NO-TECH SOLUTIONS
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Helps keep 1,5m distance in small walkways

The details at the right will help you identify 
if the innovation could be used in your space.

Use arrows or innovative design patterns to 
have people walk on opposite signs of a small 
hallway. Can also be used with signs, positive 
messages, or biophilic elements. 

• This can be used for any small walkway to ensure 
people are walking in a clockwise direction, i.e.:

• Communal areas or stores

• Hallways

Use Cases

Details

• DIY or pre-made sticker or paint + optional message. 
We can help!

• Price: depends on material and design

• Delivery time: couple of days

Circle Queue

SECTION 1: NO-TECH SOLUTIONS

Biophilic walkways
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We can help with additional creative solutions 
for the following:
• Managing break / lunch room spaces
• Rearranging spaces to fit distancing
• Small touches to make tenants to feel 

welcome again (i.e. welcome packages, etc.)
• Balancing sustainability and sanitation 

priorities
• Using behavioral insights to give directions in 

a friendly way

To the right are additional no-tech 
solutions, for further review. To 
learn more, get in touch with us at 
anke@innovationlighthouse.org

SECTION 1: NO-TECH SOLUTIONS

More no-tech solutions
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LOW TO MID-
TECH SOLUTIONS

Section 2



Helps encourage 20 second handwashing

The details at the right will help you identify 
if the innovation could be used in your space.

Aguardio Handwash timer works from the 
moment you turn on the tap and encourages 
you to wash hands for 20 seconds, with a 
countdown. 

• Bathrooms; cafes; any sink basin. 

• It attaches to the tap and works with a sensor. It can 
be installed on any washbasin. It does not require 
coupling up to plumbing or other installations to work. 

Use Cases

Details

• Webpage Aguardio Handwash

• Price: ~100EUR

Circle Queue

SECTION 2: LOW TO MID TECH SOLUTIONS

Aguardio handwash
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https://www.aguardio.com/aguardio-handwash/


Increases the number of touch free spaces

The details at the right will help you identify 
if the innovation could be used in your space.

Door handles are some of the most germ-
infected objects in spaces. There are numerous 
innovations that enable users to open doors 
without having to touch the handles. 

• Different designs for different types of handles. Opening 
doors with elbows, feet or personal handheld tool. 

• Devices can be ordered online or 3D printed. REFLOW 
can offer handles from recycled material.

Use Cases

Details

• iMaterialise / multiple others – ask us for a list 

• Prices and delivery times: variable

SECTION 2: LOW TO MID TECH SOLUTIONS

Door openers
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https://i.materialise.com/en/shop/designer/materialise?_ga=2.42568805.1159128107.1588319628-953620053.1588319628
https://www.dezeen.com/tag/door-handles/


Helps keep air pollutant levels low and tenants informed

The details at the right will help you identify 
if the innovation could be used in your space.

Ensuring fresh and healthy air in spaces will 
make tenants feel more comfortable, increase 
productivity and may help prevent the spread 
of viruses. Making real-time information
available to tenants will increase their sense of 
control = wellbeing. 

• Whenever employees need to be reassured that their 
environment is safe, giving them real-time info helps.

• This includes air quality, but also things like cleaning 
frequency. Consider apps that offer this info real time.

Use Cases

Details

• Various providers, for example uHoo

• Prices and delivery times: variable

Circle Queue

SECTION 2: LOW TO MID TECH SOLUTIONS

Air Monitor
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https://uhooair.com/2020/03/19/4-ways-to-ensure-your-air-quality-is-safe-while-your-family-is-in-quarantine/
https://uhooair.com/


Additional options are as follows:
• Distancing solutions (e.g. SmartEagle)
• Wearable 1,5m sensors
• Software tracking office occupancy
• Assigning desk spaces for large offices via 

NFC stickers

To the right are additional low/mid 
tech solutions, for further review. 
To learn more, get in touch with us 
at anke@innovationlighthouse.org

More low to mid-tech solutions
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IMPLEMENTING 
SOLUTIONS

Section 3



Do you need help narrowing down 
solutions? An impact-effort matrix
can help you decide. 



Level of effort

Impact

High

Solution 1 

Solution 2

Solution 3

Focus on solutions that 
are high impact and
low level of effort, first

SECTION 3: IMPLEMENTING SOLUTIONS

Solution 4
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Need help with this? 
Contact us to set up on 
online workshop! 

Low

High

Low



In summary, we outlined the following:
• Challenges that building owners and tenants are 

facing to get buildings ready for re-opening.
• Clear no, low, and mid-tech solutions for

these challenges.
• Decision matrix to help narrow down priorities.

This guide provided solutions 
to challenges to get spaces 
ready post-lockdown. 

SECTION 3: IMPLEMENTING SOLUTIONS

Innovation Lighthouse can help with the following:
• Sourcing of solutions beyond the ones presented in 

this quick guide.
• Tailor-made solutions (i.e. door handles, 

interventions for keeping distance, generating 
innovative solutions).

• Workshops to define most pressing challenges and
to create implementation plans.

What’s 
Next?
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How Innovation 
Lighthouse Can Help

SECTION 3: IMPLEMENTING SOLUTIONS
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Contact us to 
get started!

Managing Director

Anke@innovationlighthouse.org

Innovationlighthouse.org

Anke Kampschreur
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